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Year 1692, and it's a dangerous time to live in Salem, Massachusetts. One wrong move, or one inappropriate charge, and you could be the next witch to hang. Salem takes players into this dangerous world and allows them to re-live the tensions, politics and religious extremism that people still say about it 300 years later. The game is packed in an artificial
book box that closes the magnetic game, disguised as worn leather books, can easily hide on a bookshelf and masquerade like antiques. Players play as prominent residents of the old town of Salem, and even read their biographies in instructions. Servant girl Mary Warren, Pastor Samuel Parris, farmer John Proctor, narrator Tituba, and beggar Sarah
Goode some of the 12 characters featured in the game. Players, each acting as one of these unique characters, receive 3-5 tryal cards (depending on the number of players). These tril cards reveal the true identity of each player, witch or non-witch. During the game, players collect the cards they use to blame or protect other players. Deciding who to trust is
the key to survival, as you can never play the card on yourself. When you suspect that someone is a witch, you can start accusing them with red card charges. When enough charges have been brought against one of the players, the player who lays out the final charge selects one of that player's trial cards to disclose. Once all the Witch Trial cards have
been found, Salem residents win Players can also use green and blue cards such as Alibi, Stoke, Matchmaker, Vault, and Scapegoat to help or hurt their allies or enemies. As players draw cards, they end up drawing black cards that take immediate effect. One black card, Night, forces all players to close their eyes while the witches choose someone to
eliminate and the constable chooses someone to potentially save. Another black card, Conspiracy, forces all players to take face down the Trial card from the player to their left. Killing witches quickly is essential, otherwise the Conspiracy may soon have the whole city turned evil. Soon the charges will fly, and the cries of She's WITCH! wakes up the
neighbors. Will you be a hero who cleans your city of witches, or will you be wrongly accused and hanged for witchcraft? Or perhaps you yourself will be a witch, avoid judgment and bring Salem to earth. Tortuga 1667 - Volume 2 in a series of dark cities on the front of the game of the Year 1667, and you pirate the sailing waters of the Caribbean. The
Spanish galleon swims nearby and you persuaded your teammates to work together to steal all his treasures. What you haven't told your fellow pirates is that you have no intention of sharing treasure once you have. Your teammates have told you that they share your And that they will help you burgundy greedy pirates on your ship on the rocky island of
Tortuga. But you've seen how your friends are loaded and heard them whisper mutiny. You know no one can be trusted. Tortuga is all about the interactions you have with other players In some cases, such as when you and your comrades are attacking the Spanish galleon, you have to rely on your enemies to succeed. In the very next twist, however, your
comrades can stab you in the back with a mutiny to save all the treasures for themselves. Since no one holds a hand of cards, this game is also about knowledge and communication regarding community card events If you are in desperation mode, it is not wise to reveal card events at random. Nearly half of Event cards can hurt your team. It is often in your
best interest to use the action to view maps first, or rely on the knowledge of a trusted ally. Knowing where the harmful event maps are allows you to force the enemy to reveal these cards and suffer the consequences. The most successful players are those who are able to discern who is in their team and then share vital information with them at the right
moments. Vote cards also play a key role in the game Each vote card has three sections - one for attacks, mutinies and brawls. Players should put themselves in the best position to use their voting cards, since their hand voting cards may not always be ideal depending on their pawn location. For example, sometimes it may be worth putting in the water,
causing an attack to fail, in order to save the Crossbones card when you want to mutiny against your captain. For 2-9 players. 20-40 minutes. Age 12. Deadwood 1876 - Volume 3 of the Dark Cities series from the Facade Games series Gold in Black Hills in South Dakota, and you came to find (or steal) your share. You stay at one of the three large
establishments in Durdwood, where you and your colleagues work together to steal some of the gold-filled safes floating around the city. But you suspect that the friends with which you work, secretly plot to keep all the gold for themselves. Will you be willing to turn them on before they shoot you in the back? In Deadwood 1876, you use cards from your hand
to try to win safes from other Safes players containing badges, gold, or Showdown Guns. Towards the end of the game, players with badges receive additional turns. After the final turn, the team with the gold will advance to the final fight. There, teammates will have to fight each other to the death with Showdown Guns. The last living person is the winner!
The game is a balance between teamwork and selfishness If a player uses all his best cards to hunt down gold for their team, they will be defenseless to fight against their teammates if they go to the Final Showdown. But if a player goes only after Guns and saves all their best cards, their team may not have enough gold to actually reach the Showdown final.
someone on your team doesn't seem to be pulling their weight, they may be plotting to steal your gold after You have to get to the final! There may come a point where you need to collect Showdown Guns instead of gold, or attack, mislead, frame, abandon, or expel your teammates. For 2-9 players. Learn in 20 minutes, play in 20-40 minutes. Tortuga 1667:
Pirate game of mutiny, robbery and deception to steal treasures from the Spanish, but fear greedy crew mates who may be secretly plotting to extradite you to Tortuga Island. Now available! 11,867 quarterbacks pledged $403,242 to help bring the project to life. Last updated June 10, 2020 Spanish galleon floats nearby and you've persuaded your
teammates to work together to steal all your treasures. What you haven't told your fellow pirates is that you have no intention of sharing treasure once you have. Your teammates have told you that they share your loyalty and that they will help you burgundy greedy pirates on your ship on the rocky island of Tortuga. But you saw your friends' loaded pistols
and heard them whisper mutiny. You know no one can be trusted. What happens in every copy of the game? Tortuga 1667 Rules Review Page 2 238 Comments How to Make Markers for Mars Terraforming - Oxygen, Heat, and a generation of tracks.
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